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P R O F I L E S

program 
button

A special sound indicates which 
mode or “program” you have just 
entered.

connecting tube and tip

inserting a battery

wearing tweak

selecting your amplifi cation

4 Align the dome/
tip with the end of 
sound tube and push 
tip straight on.

4 Gently close the 
battery door. It 
should close easily; 
do not force the door 
closed.

1 Place Tweak over your 
ear. The curve of the 
sound tube should 
rest on top of your 
ear comfortably, even 
with glasses. 

With a fresh battery in your Tweak and wearing the hearing aid, you are ready to choose an 
amplification profile.
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1 Choose either a left or 
right sound tube. 

2 Align the sound 
tube connector end 
with the sound post 
on the hearing aid, 
then push the tube 
straight onto the 
sound post. 

3 Choose dome/tip to 
use with sound tube.

1 Lift the notch at the 
edge of the battery 
compartment and 
swivel open the 
door of the battery 
compartment. 

2 Remove the brown-
colored tab on a new 
battery (size 312 zinc-
air). Wait one minute 
for the battery to 
activate.

3 Notice the “+” on the 
edge of the battery 
door to assist you in 
finding the proper 
orientation. Insert 
the battery with 
the positive “+” side 
facing up.

2 Grab the loose end of 
the tubing and gently 
insert the tip into the 
ear canal.

3 Position the retaining lock in the bowl of the ear.

 When properly inserted the tubing will lay close 
to the head around the front of the ear and into 
the ear canal. Check this by moving your finger 
down the tubing, into the ear. 

1 Start out in a quiet 
environment. The first 
time you turn Tweak 
on, it will be at the 
lowest amplification 
profile. How does it 
sound? 

2 To try the next level 
of amplification, press 
and release the upper 
portion of the rocker 
switch. You will hear 

3 Continue to press 
and release either 
the upper or lower 
portion of the rocker 
switch to try out 
the six different 
amplification profiles.

4 Once you’ve made 
your decision, press 
and HOLD the rocker 
switch for six seconds, 
until you hear a long 
beep. This procedure 

two beeps, indicating you are now in Amplification Profile 2.

 What you are doing is sampling the available acoustic settings for quiet 
environments. There are six different settings for you to try. Choose the one 
that sounds best to you—most natural, most helpful volume level.

To lock in your preferred 
amplification profile, hold the 
rocker switch (upper or lower) 
for 6 seconds until you hear a 
long beep.

Congratulations, your set up is now complete! Tweak Focus+T remembers 
your preferred amplification profile from now on.

locks in your chosen amplification profile. Three programs are now available: 
Quiet, Noise, and Telecoil.

THIS QUICK START GUIDE WILL HELP YOU SET UP FOCUS+T OTC HEARING AID. 
READ THE USER MANUAL INCLUDED WITH THIS OTC HEARING AID FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION.

From this point forward, the rocker switch is 
used to adjust the volume of the hearing aid.

To change programs

to increase volume
tap upper rocker switch

to decrease volume
tap lower rocker switch

QUIET PROGRAM NOISE PROGRAM TELECOIL PROGRAM

Press and hold the program 
button for 1 second then release.
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